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WHAT’S HAPPENING @ PCC
Editor

Past Presidents Day at Richardson Field.

How many Past Presidents can you see?

CLEAR DA PROP!
Dennis Lowry

I got this from Jim Reimholz several weeks back:

“PAST PRESIDENTS DAY

Saturday, June, 19, PCC celebrated Past Presidents Day with a
picnic BBQ and flying at Richardson Field. President Dennis

Lowry made the effort to invite all the past presidents and other
past club leaders to come out for some festivities.

He made Certificate of Appreciation presentations to the
following that were present:

Alonzo Richardson
Marco Pinto
Joe DiRenzi
Gary Ware
Ray Squires
Jim Reimholz
Harry Smith
Ken Martinez
Peder Samuelson

The weather was great for flying and several flew. Joe DiRenzi
is still very active in IMAC and flew the Unlimited Sequence for
us with his big 3W 150 powered Extra.

It was fun to see real precision flying again!

Several others responded and sent good wishes but were unable
to come. I happened to see Paul Klahn at the Castle event and
Jeff Obertelli at the Hennessy float-fly this last Sunday.

Great to have the club remember the efforts of our past leaders.

Jim,”

This was an event prompted by Mr Reimholz, and I’d like to
thank him for pursuing it. We need to honor those who have
worked to make this club real for us today.

NEW club news: For Safety Sake, watch out for BEES.
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If you are allergic, be especially cautious, because it’s the
season. In fact, if you are allergic, don’t go to the field.

A very nice young lady named Elena has begun the process of
cleaning up the beehives. Mike Peck and I walked down and
talked with her this morning (Sunday 7/11). They are getting
the bees ready for the farmers that her family sells to. At the
south end of the field you can see the hives, and on an
overcast day you can see LOTS of bees flying back in that
direction. They are active. But unless you are allergic, they
are really not a bother. They do perceive bright yellow
airplanes as big flowers and tend to land on them to suck the
Monocoat, leaving a little brown hickey, but what the heck? It
wipes off, and who doesn’t need a little love hickey added to
their airplane?

Elena says to caution anyone who might come out wearing
perfume that the bees don’t like it and can become
“annoying” when they smell it. The same goes for sun block.
Try to administer sun block at home so the fragrance
dissipates prior to you getting to the field. Your car might
smell better as well.

I think this relationship with the bee keepers is a good one
that we need to preserve. It will go a long way toward helping
us keep this field. If you see them, the bee keepers, say hi; be
nice, friendly and helpful. They really are nice people. Our
landlord, John Giusti is a very practical man who respects the
earth, his word, and a friendly coexistence of the players. Ask
yourself this: Bee Keeper, or Model Flyer, who does the most
good to the ecosystem? We have a solid deal with John, but
we’ve also represented ourselves as good neighbors. Please: I
implore you, be good neighbors.

There’s more to discuss, but that why we have meetings.

See you there.

Dennis

APRIL MEETING MINUTES
Mike Solaegui

Minutes From June 16th General Meeting

• 33 in attendance

• Guests, Brock Siegel, Tenis Nunez, Darwin Allen, Joe
Donahugh.

• Last minutes approved.

• Raffle prize from J & M Hobbies, aTaylor Craft 450.

• Committees, Charging station a work in progress.

• Treasurer, with new members we are now in the black.

• Safety, Matt Abrams is appointed safety chairman. He will
decide turbine fly days as well as other general matters.

• Field, in great shape thanks to Mike P's mowing and a trip
to the dump.

• Membership, 125 active members and growing by seven as
of this meeting.

• Sad stories, Ken Adlawan lost a 36% Edge due to an
inflexible fuel clunk,�kit not ARF.

Show and tell,

• Joe Donahugh a kit built Cub Sea Plane.

• Eric Einarsson built a programing model to set up and test
radios.

• Gary Leopold, Miss America, an old-timer for SAM
competitions. (SAM= Society of Antique Modelers)

• Eric Bravo, foam Spitfire, receiver-ready Hobby King kit.

• Kenny Martinez, Eddie's Yak 9 moving along,

• Mike Solaegui, Ultimate Biplane 10-300, will be a big
electric.

• Lucky bum Andrew Sweeney won the Prize.

• Ed Bussing, Corsair yet to fly.

Mike Solaegui, Secretary

Overheard at the Past President Day event, “I am not
a past president, I am the future president!” So we
have a new president candidate already! Do you
remember that, Greg?

UPCOMING EVENTS
July
17 Los Baños Aerotow, SBSS, Los Baños
21 PCC Meeting, 7:30 p.m., Dave Chetcuti Room
August
7  Tomcats RC Swap meet. SCCMAS, Santa Clara
18 PCC Meeting, 7:30 p.m., Dave Chetcuti Room
21 Pattern Contest, SCCMAS, Santa Clara
21 Los Banos Aerotow, SBSS, Los Banos
21-22 All Scale Fun Fly, Salinas Area Modelers, Chualar
28 Summer Sizzle Fun Fly, Livermore Flying Electrons,

Livermore
September
4  Tomcats Electric fly-in, SCCMAS, Santa Clara
15 PCC Meeting, 7:30 p.m., Dave Chetcuti Room
18 Los Baños Aerotow, SBSS, Los Baños
17-19 Fresno Jet Rally, Fresno Radio Modelers, Fresno
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LAKE HENNESSEY FLOAT FLY
Brian Chan

On June 27th, Commodore Jake ordered a float plane event at
Lake Hennessey, Napa. The weather was cool in the morning
when we arrived at 10 a.m. The water was at a highest level I
have ever seen. The pit area was a bit smaller than last time
when I was there. There were about 12 pilots and about 30
planes there, most from P.C.C. and couples were from
Bayside RC club.

The wind was about 5-7 miles and the water was a little
choppy. Took off on choppy water took a longer run to get
the plane on the step. The wind tapered off in the early
afternoon but the temperature warmed up.

The flying was great, the camaraderie was even greater!
There was at least one plane in the air all the time, except for
during the union lunch break. Jake brought along a retrieval
boat to rescue the stalled planes. It was used many times
during the day. I brought along an electric powered RC
runabout, modified with a push bar in the bow to catch and
push stalled planes back to shore. That was used several times
too, saving Jake or Ray from activating the retrieval boat. We
packed up about 4 p.m. when the temperature got to about
80ish. The diehard gang stayed a bit longer and enjoy a
burger dinner at Big-D Burger in town and missed the traffic
on Hwy 80.

If you never fly off water, come out next time and join Jake
and the water gang. It is a totally different experience. Come
out even if you don’t have a float plane. Many planes can be

converted to float planes just by adding a pair of floats. Come
get your feet wet, so to speak, and you will!

Ray’s Catalina on a take off run.

Ken converting his “land plane” to a “seaplane” at Lake
Hennessey.
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WASHOUT: PROS AND CONS
From Flare-out, Twin City Radio Controllers,

Jim Cook, editor, Minneapolis NM

"Every airplane needs washout, even a biplane," said Claude
McCoullough, the famous designer for Sig.

I’m not sure that every airplane needs washout, but most do,
especially the scale airplanes that Claude designed.

Washout is a twist in the wing from root to tip. This twist is
usually 3° but in rare cases can be more.

Washout forces the wing near the fuselage to meet the air at a
more positive angle than the tip. As the model pulls its nose
up and increases the overall angle at which the wing meets
the air, it will eventually achieve the stall angle at which lift
ceases.

With washout, the inner wing will stall first and gradually
progress towards the tips. This is desirable because the loss of
lift at the center will lower the nose and prevent further
stalling. Meanwhile, aileron control is maintained even
though the wing is partially stalled.

But there’s much more. Consider the typical World War II
fighter. A fighter will have a wing incidence at the root of
about 2° and a washout of about 1.5°. At top speed, the
incidence angle of the tip is 0°. Drag at the tip is minimized
and there is very little loss of lift by air creeping around the
wingtip—very efficient for maximum speed. In addition, the
up-going aileron causes the same drag as the down-going
aileron, so that roll causes no yaw. Yawing with the rudder
does not change the lift at the tips, so yaw does not induce
roll. This is just what the fighter pilot needs for gun aiming,
and what the modeler needs for precise scale flight.

Washout is a must in airplanes with long, thin, or pointy
wings. Some can’t fly without it. Next time you are at the
airport, notice the washout of the airliners there. It’s huge for
safety and fuel efficiency.

Most biplanes don’t need washout because one wing is
typically set at a higher incidence angle, and one wing will
stall before the other. Ailerons must therefore be on the wing
with the lower incidence angle.

Washout has a dark side; it can interfere with aerobatic
performance. In inverted flight, washout becomes washin and
all the bad things that washout prevents in upright flight
become worse in inverted flight. Snap rolls and spins, which
require the wing to stall on command, can be difficult to start
and control. Adverse yaw varies with airspeed. Scale models
of fighters are only mildly aerobatic. Fully aerobatic airplanes
generally do not include washout.

Summary: Washout improves aileron response at all
airspeeds, reduces adverse yaw and softens the stall, but only
in upright flight.

HINTS AND TIPS FOR BEGINNERS
From Orange Coast Radio Control Club,

Betty Bliss, editor, Whittier CA
1. Roll test steering in a driveway or basement. If it doesn’t
roll straight at home, it won’t roll straight on a runway. Set
control to the least sensitive position.

2. Put MonoKote (or other) small marks at the center of
gravity on the wing to indicate balance location. It makes it
easier to check at the field.

3. Balancing laterally (side to side) will help aircraft track
better in maneuvers. Hold at the spinner and tail. Add wingtip
weight as necessary.

4. Check receiver battery every two or three flights. Make a
chart of how long you have flown versus voltage drop. Do not
operate below 4.9 volts.

5. Always turn on your transmitter first and receiver second.
Always turn off your receiver first and transmitter second.

6. Range check your system before the first flight each time
out. This should be performed with the engine running at both
idle and full throttle.

7. When using the buddy box system, make sure both boxes
are set identically. Never turn the buddy box power “on.”

8. Remove transmitter neck straps when starting engines.

9. If you don’t have a starter, at least use a “chicken stick.”
Do not hit against the propeller; start your flip with the stick
next to (touching) it.

10. Never jam a running starter onto the spinner. Back up the
propeller and place the starter cone against the spinner before
turning it on.

11. When you start your engine, look at your watch and keep
track of time. After your flight, check the fuel level to judge
maximum available flight time.

12. Do not reach over the propeller to adjust the needle valve.
Do it from the rear. Do not position yourself or others to the
side of a rotating blade. It could fail on run-up or kick up
debris.

PHOTOGRAPHS, VIDEOS NEEDED.
Help build the PCC website with your photos and videos. See
http://flypcc.org/pages/sharing/send_photos.shtml or contact
the Editor or Web Master for help & info.
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Peder with his Foote Westerner.

Gary’s Miss America at the meeting.

Ellsworth and Jake at Lake Hennessey.

Brian’s Seamaster (Jim has the pink slip!) at Lake Hennessey.

Joe does not bring small plane to the field.

Dennis coaches Marco how to cook at the Past President Day.
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Next Meeting: Wednesday, July 21st, 2010, 7:30 p.m.


